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Appointed by Joseph A Curtatone, Mayor 
 
Date: Thursday, April 15, 2021 
Time: 6:30-8:00pm 
Location: Virtual Meeting using GoToMeeting: https://global.gotomeeting.com/join/539724445 
Community Representatives:   
*Ted Alexander  
*Ginny Alverson – Vice Chair 
*Jessica Bellow 
*Laura Evans 
*Jessica Ferguson 
*Rauvin Johl 
*Paola Massoli 
*Audrey Orenstein – Secretary  

*Vitor Pamplona 
*Zach Rosenberg – Chair  
Julia Toof 
*Emily Vides 

Ex-Officio: 
*Katjana Ballantyne, City Council 
*Alexandra Kleyman, Mobility Division, OSPCD 
*Justin Schreiber, Mobility Division, OSPCD

 
*=present 

Guests: 
• Haleemah Qureshi - Project Manager, IAM-Engineering Department 
• Matthew Petersen - Mobility Hubs Lead, Transit Matters 
• Arah Schuur - Somerville Resident 
• Alex Boccon-Gibod - MIT Student in Urban Planning; lives in Somerville; here for the Transit Matters 
presentation 
• Karen Molloy - Somerville Resident; here to for Transit Matters presentation; participates in STEP 
(Somerville Transportation Equity Partnership) 
• Jim McGinnis - STEP member who lives in Union Square 
 
Guests that came late and were not introduced: 
• Sam Alterman 
• Stephen Mackey 
 
Acting Secretary: Jessica Bellow 
 
Call to order:  6:34 PM 

Procedural Business: 
1. Intros / Roll Call: Zach read off the list of names from the agenda to determine which members 

were present. He then read guests names present in the GoToMeeting and requested them to 
introduce themselves. 

2. Zach presented the PTAC meeting guidelines: 

https://global.gotomeeting.com/join/539724445
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a. At PTAC meetings, we try to avoid using the chat and instead speak up;  
b. We request that guests give PTAC members first say and then will open the discussion 

up to comments from guests. 
3. Vote to approve March Minutes: Motion to approve March meeting minutes by Laura Evans and 

seconded by Vitor Pamplona. Vote Approved 
4. Zach announced that PTAC will hold officer elections next month.  He opened the floor for 

members to state interest now.  With no comments, he also said that members interested in 
holding an officer position should email the PTAC group prior to May’s PTAC meeting. 

5. Jessica Bellow stated that tonight would be her last meeting as a PTAC community 
representative since she accepted a position as Traffic Engineer with the City of Somerville.  She 
is planning to stay involved with the committee's work and attend PTAC meetings as a liason 
from the IAM-Engineering department, especially when there are relevant agenda items. 

 
City Update: 

1. Haleemah Qureshi, Project Manager in the Engineering Division shared information on the 
Municipal Vulnerability Preparedness (MVP) Action Grant for Highland Ave Sewer Separation 
and Streetscape that is being submitted by the City.  The grant is due May 7th; so, PTAC would 
need to vote on the letter of support for the grant at tonight’s meeting.  This grant will fund the 
design for green stormwater infrastructure and tree canopy along Highland Ave.  Vitor 
Pamplona made a motion to approve the letter with the option for minor edits and Jessica 
Ferguson seconded the motion.  Rauvin Johl volunteered to tackle finalizing the MVP grant 
support letter on behalf of PTAC. 

 
McGrath Crash Discussion: 
There was a hit and run on McGrath near the Stop & Shop.  The pedestrian is currently in the hospital 
and there is an ongoing police investigation.  The location of the incident seems to be outside of the 
scope of limits for the McGrath Highway Resurfacing project. 

1. Ali stated that Brad Rawson has been in touch with SPD (Somerville Police Department) to 
better understand the crash as well as MassDOT District 4 (D4) representatives to discuss 
mitigation for the crossing where the pedestrian was struck.  Mitigation could include restriping, 
narrowing the travel lanes, adding advance lane markings, and improving signage. 

2. Zach asked if the McGrath  Highway project scope and road diet could be expanded to include 
the intersection of the hit & run. Ali said that improvements at this intersection will be included 
as part of McGrath Highway Resurfacing project.  It is likely that the resurfacing won’t occur 
until 2022; however, Ali explained that modifying the pavement markings could occur prior to 
the resurfacing. 

3. Paola GINNY asked if the crash could have been caused by a visibility issue.  Justin stated that 
the crash is under active investigation and the exact circumstances are still largely unknown. 

4. Emily voiced her frustration with Mystic Ave and McGrath Hwy remaining unsafe locations 
despite pedestrian fatalities which is in stark comparison to the City’s response to the 
pedestrian fatality along Powder House Blvd.  Ali pointed out that Powder House Blvd is a city 
owned street where as Mystic & McGrath are state owned and therefore take longer to change. 
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5. Audrey asked if flashing pedestrian signals (like RRFBs - Rectangular Rapid Flashing Beacons) 
could be installed in locations where there is no pedestrian signal equipment.  It was clarified 
that this crash was at a signalized intersection where this treatment would not be applicable. 

6. It was mentioned that retiming the signals is included in the McGrath project scope. 
7. Paola asked about lighting and what PTAC could do to improve it along this corridor.  Justin 

explained that since this corridor is owned by MassDOT, it will be MassDOT’s responsibility to 
improve the lighting conditions at the crosswalks. 

8. Zach stated that he would draft a letter to MassDOT requesting immediate quick build changes.  
He further stated that the Somerville Alliance for Safe Streets (SASS) group is meeting with state 
representatives and it is likely that they will discuss this hit and run.  It was further proposed to 
invite a MassDOT D4 representative to one of our upcoming PTAC meetings. 

9. Ginny asked if there were blind spots for drivers on McGrath and also asked what could be done 
to improve the pedestrian signals to include specific audible cues to state which direction is 
open to cross (instead of just a noise for the walk signal).  She explained that since she has lived 
in Somerville, she has been told that crossing McGrath is unsafe for the blind community and 
recommended to avoid entirely. Paola observed that if the issue along the corridor is speed, 
then any audible signal will not make it safer. 

10. Audrey asked if there was camera footage. Jessica F. responded stating that there were photos 
of the van, but circumstances are still under review by Police.  

11. UPDATE SINCE THE MEETING: THE DRIVER HAS TURNED HIMSELF IN 
 
Transit Matters Mobility Hubs Presentation: http://transitmatters.org/mobility-hubs  
by Matthew Petersen 
 
Transit Matters is public advocacy organization dedicated to improving transit in and around Boston.  
Matthew presented the Transit Matters Mobility Hub concept outline which focuses on locations where 
multiple modes intersect.  At these mobility hubs, Transit Matters focuses on advocating for and 
assisting with improvements such as wayfinding signage, shelters, providing real-time information, and 
designing the space for full accessibility.  In Somerville, there are opportunities to redesign mobility hubs 
for the Green Line Extension and the MBTA bus network redesign.  Specifically, Union Square could be a 
exemplar location for this mobility hub concept. 
 
Q&A Discussion: 

1. Audrey asked how Transit Matters was financed.  Matthew explained that there is a lot of 
volunteer work and they did just receive a large grant. 

2. Rauvin asked what role PTAC can play in advancing Somerville’s mobility hubs.   
3. Jessica B. mentioned Zach’s draft letter to the MBTA requesting bus stop signage with improved 

visibility and asked what Transit Matters has done to work with the MBTA on improved signage.  
Matthew agreed that there is room for improvement in the MBTA’s bus stop signage. 

4. Zach asked if the City of Somerville is already working to coordinate with Transit Matters on 
Mobility Hub improvements.  Justin mentioned East Somerville Station where floating bus stops 
are in progress. 

http://transitmatters.org/mobility-hubs
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5. Ginny asked about what Transit Matters does with the disabled community.  Matthew said that 
they try to reach out to these groups early on with a focus on accessibility.  Justin said that there 
is now regular City attendance on the Commission for Persons with Disabilities. 

6. Matthew will email Zach providing the presentation slides and additional Somerville Mobility 
Hub information and also offered to partner with the City to improve wayfinding signage. 

 
Subcommittee Updates: 
1. Engineering & Evaluation 

a. Paola gave a brief update providing an overview of the recommendations the 
subcommittee provided for School & Summer Street.  She stated that the subcommittee 
will finalize their recommendations on Pearl Street at their next meeting. 

i. School & Summer Street Recommendations - design review focused on 
pedestrian & bicycle safety and asked for raised crosswalks or paint them 
red/white for increased visibility; also suggested painting in areas where no 
parking is allowed up to intersection; also requested audible crosswalk signals 
for all new signal work; final suggestion was to ensure adequate street lighting 
at crosswalks. 

b. Zach asked for additional traffic calming across Central St at Cambria St & a raised 
crosswalk and a second crosswalk across Central St if possible. 

c. Paola asked if the City could add a crosswalk for the USPS between Union Sq and Walnut 
St across Bow St.  Justin responded stating that Toole Design Group is leading the design 
for Union Square. 

d. Zach asked if tree bump outs could be provided locations along Summer St. 
2. Policy & Enforcement 

a. Ted and Jessica B. brainstormed snow clearing improvements for a potential committee 
resolution (pending a PTAC bylaw update to include committee resolutions) at the last 
subcommittee meeting. 

b. Ted mentioned that without Jessica B. on this subcommittee moving forward, he and 
Zach could use another volunteer’s assistance. 

c. Zach stated that the PTAC subcommittees will need to be re-balanced since the 
Engineering & Enforcement subcommittee is approaching a quorum, which is against 
the bylaws. 

d. Jessica B. stated that Audrey will be helping coordinate speakers moving forward and 
had proposed to select an MBTA speaker for the next meeting, but may instead try to 
obtain a MassDOT representative due to the circumstances of the McGrath crash. 

3. Education & Encouragement 
a. Need additional members for the education & encouragement subcommittee. 
b. Jessica B. and Audrey spoke about website updates that will be incorporated before 

May’s PTAC meeting. 
 
PTAC Business: 
1. Updated Bylaws Review 

a. Ted made an observation about the formatting of the bylaws and suggested they be 
updated for voting before next month’s meeting. 
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b. Jessica B. asked how PTAC would track committee opinions and resolutions.  Ted 
suggested adding them to the website. 

c. Zach said he would update the bylaws and send the revised version out for comments 
and a more formal review before next month’s PTAC meeting. 

2. Annual Report Review 
a. Zach stated that the Annual Report has been drafted, but needs to be reviewed before 

sharing with the committee as a whole for comments.  Audrey clarified that all of the 
text for the report has been inserted into the draft with some photos and she needs 
assistance cleaning up the formatting and reviewing the language.  Ted volunteered to 
assist with this effort. 

b. Paola suggested that Zach could send the report to the committee for everyone to 
review and that it didn’t need to be cleaned up first. 

 
City Update Continued: 
2. Shared Curbs / Outdoor Dining 

a. Justin mentioned that Elm St was set up for separation by Somerville’s DPW 
(Department of Public Works).  

b. Jessica B. asked if Justin could recommend specific Inspectional Services Department 
(ISD) inspectors to invite to a future PTAC meeting for 311 call coordination. Justin said 
he would follow-up with a specific suggestion. 

c. The City applied for a variance on ramps needed to build temporary outdoor facilities. 
d. Zach mentioned that ADA compliance has been inconsistent at outdoor facilities and 

recommended outdoor facilities to be located at curb level when possible. 
e. All outdoor dining permits for COVID related measures are currently temporary because 

the full process is 6-12 months for permanent permits. 
3. Shared Streets / Neighborways 

a. The City does not expect to reinstate Shared Streets in 2021 and will instead focus on 
improving Neighborways and quick build traffic calming programs. 

b. Laura voiced her disappointment that Shared Streets won’t be coming back and was 
hoping that these would become permanent. Justin explained that the Mobility 
Department doesn’t currently have the capacity to properly maintain these facilities.  

c. Ted asked if there were complaints about the program and if that’s why it’s not coming 
back.  Justin said the shared streets were perceived very differently in West vs. East 
Somerville. Ali further explained that the quick build did not calm traffic to the extent 
hoped and instead Mobility is looking to use their resources in ways that will make more 
of an impact. 

4. Justin provided some quick project updates around the City of Somerville as well as a list of 
recent/upcoming meetings. 

a. Jessica F. said that at the last parking task force meeting, they discussed the parking 
survey and are scheduled to meet again in a couple weeks.  Justin mentioned that there 
will be staff out on the streets collecting parking information for the survey.  

 
Meeting ended:  8:11 PM 


